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Executive Summary
This report has investigated the mercury removal during compression of oxy-fuel flue gas at the
Callide Oxy-fuel Project (COP). Mercury is a contaminant in oxy-fuel flue gas that must be removed
prior to CO2 liquefaction in the CPU (CO2 Processing Unit) because of the potential corrosion caused
by liquid metal embrittlement on aluminium heat exchanger surfaces. Experience from the natural
gas industry suggests a limit of 0.01µg/m3 Hg is required to reduce the risk of failure in these
cryogenic units. However, industry standard mitigation options (such as the inclusion of activated
carbon beds) may pose a thermal excursion risk is operated at high pressure and the presence of
oxygen and NO2 which react with the sorbent carbon. As such this work has focussed on the
“passive” removal of mercury in the oxy-fuel compression circuit at COP using NO2 formed during
compression. The diagram below provides the technical limits for several flue gas impurities in the
COP CPU. The diagram also shows the two main sources of emissions from an oxyfuel plant
(designated by yellow stars). The first emission point being from the liquid condensates during
depressurisation. The second emission point being derived from the regeneration of the molecular
sieve dryers with inert gases. These point sources are the main focus of this report.

The investigation has included fundamental laboratory measurements, construction and testing of a
bench scale compressor, use of a slip stream of real flue gas from COP and a comparison of real
measurements taken from the compression circuit at COP. The research has proven that mercury can
indeed be removed from the gas stream using NOx gases during compression, to levels satisfying the
industry limit. However, the product of this reaction was not determined. Furthermore, bench scale
testing revealed that the nitrogen chemistry is complicated by the formation oxy-acids which may be
released from the liquid phase during removal of the condensates. This report details experiments
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undertaken in the laboratory to recover the Hg-NOx product and the measurements performed during a
second test campaign at COP to study the volatility of real compression condensates.

Laboratory mercury recovery experiments
The recovery of mercury product is crucial in understanding the deposition of mercury species within
the compression circuit. The laboratory results have shown that 100% mercury cleaning is possible
but have also demonstrated that the reaction product remains within the pressure system. From a
future technology perspective this amount of product may be up to 30kg per year for a 500MW unit
and represents both a potential blockage and safety risk. The work undertaken to recover this product
while determining its properties trialled two main methodologies (i) heating to 200°C and (ii) washing
with acid.

These techniques represent conditions that may be reasonably expected within the

compression circuit and thus what might naturally carry out the deposited material into the condensed
liquid phase. The figure below shows that neither technique is able to recover 100% of the product,
with the highest results coming from the use of heating (20-35% recovery) and the lowest coming
from wet methods (9-16% recovery). This suggests that the mercury product may not be a single
species but is likely to have formed a Hg-N-O complex. Such findings are in line with examples from
literature, despite the relatively limited data in this area. It also suggests that deposition of mercury
product is still likely to occur within an oxyfuel compression circuit.
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Test campaign at COP – volatiles from condensates formed in CO2 compression
Volatile NOx species are defined as dissolved gases that are evolved from the compression
condensates following depressurisation. In a continuous process, the liquid condensates must be
removed from the system and the gases evolved during depressurisation represent a potential emission
source. The laboratory compression measurements indicated that 3-10% of captured NOx gases were
released when depressurised. Quantitative measurements of condensate volatility were also made at
the COP in a targeted campaign using custom designed sampling apparatus and dedicated analysers.
Each liquid sample was depressurised into a sealed vessel with compressed air flowing through to the
gas analysers and the resultant gas evolution measured over the course of several hours. The first
figure below is an example of volatile NOx gases evolved from the high pressure (24 bar) condensate
during overnight aeration. It is clear that a significant amount of emissions may be derived from the
condensates and that the peaks can be split into a sharp initial peak involving both NO and NO2 and a
secondary peak involving NO2 alone. In this case the NO2 measurement may be comprised of other
NOx species that are converted in the analyser and reported as NO2.

A comparison of volatile measurements taken of the condensates at COP showed significant variation
across the three days of testing and also between sample points (shown below in the second figure).
The variation was shown to occur as the COP CPU plant operated and it was speculated that this
change was the result of the liquid phase reaching a steady state residence time within the circuit.
Measurements at COP CPU indicated that the low pressure (4 bar) condensate showed a release of 318% captured NOx and 0.5-1.2% of captured Hg. The high pressure condensate (24 bar) released 268% of captured NOx and 0.05-12.5% of captured Hg. The liquid produced from the High Pressure
Scrubber released the lowest amount of NOx (0.7%).

The volatile Hg re-emitted during

depressurisation was found to coincide with similar volatility behaviour in the NOx (shown on the
third figure below).
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Molecular Sieve Regeneration
The test campaign also measured emissions of NOx derived from the regeneration of the Molecular
Sieve Drying units of the COP CPU. These units operate in tandem with one drying the flue gas prior
to cryogenic cooling and the other being regenerated with outgoing inert gases (N2, O2, Ar) separated
from the CO2 in the liquefaction process. This exhaust gas represents the other significant source of
emissions from an oxy-fuel compression plant. The sampling of this exhaust involved a week of
testing at the COP due to the intermittent and lengthy regeneration process (12 hours). Measurement
of NOx gases was complicated by the high amount of HNO3 present in the stream and a novel
methodology was trialled to successfully identify HNO3 as well as NO2 measurements. These results
are summarised in the figure below.

Peak HNO3 was measured at 1500-3000ppm during the

regeneration phase and the combined vent gas (exhausted to atmosphere) was diluted to 500-750ppm
after mixing with other vent streams. The origin of this HNO3 was considered to be either from (a)
carryover from the High Pressure Scrubber column; or (b) adsorbed NOx species combining with
adsorbed H2O on the Sieve material.
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Overall, this project has examined the potential mercury and NOx streams within the Callide Oxyfuel
Project compression plant and found that mercury may be readily removed from the gas stream. This
complex interaction results in mixed thermal and solubility properties. Of the mercury that reports to
the liquid condensate phase, up to 12% of be released upon depressurisation, however the significant
variation in the measured volatile behaviour is related to the NOx capture and the liquid residence
time. The NOx gases released on depressurisation are likely to be in the form of HNO2 which is
involved in the absorption (capture) process but remains present as a dissolved gas rather than
forming a stable ionic species.
The depressurisation process has the potential to be a reportable source of emissions from an oxyfuel
compression circuit and mitigation options will be necessary in future plants. The regeneration of the
molecular sieves is also a source of NOx emission, mainly quantified here as HNO3, and the possible
mitigation options are likely to involve liquid scrubbing.
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1. Introduction
The increase of CO2 in the atmosphere is considered to be associated with global warming
[1]. Anthropogenic sources of CO2, in particular the combustion of fossil fuels, makes up the
dominant proportion of global emissions [1]. However, energy supply underpins stable
economic growth and given the expected rise in population and energy demand over the next
25 years, a continued reliance on fossil fuels is expected [2]. A recent MIT study concluded
that carbon capture and storage is a critical enabling technology allowing coal to meet future
energy demands [3] while reducing overall CO2 emissions. It is also considered a key
technology in the IEA’s roadmap for decarbonising the world’s energy sector [4] (shown in
Figure 1). In Australia, coal is a major export commodity and contributes almost 80% of
domestic electricity. As such, efforts to reduce CO2 emissions without carbon capture and
storage will have a significant impact on Australian industries and national economy (eg
replacement of current coal fired generating capacity and widespread reduction in mining
sector). Figure 2 shows the Australian treasury modelling of CO2 emissions with/without a
carbon price [5]. Under a carbon price, the generation of electricity can be observed to
produce the largest contribution to CO2 mitigation, outside of (as yet) undefined offshore
abatement options. Further modelling of technology adoption in Australia suggests that by
2050 there will be no coal fired electricity production without CCS.

Figure 1. IEA projections for world CO2 emissions and key abatement options
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Figure 2. Federal Treasury modelling for projected Australian CO2 emissions and their sources

1.1 Carbon capture and storage
The concept of CO2 capture and storage is not new. It was originally suggested as a means of
enhancing oil recovery (EOR) in depleted oil wells. By re-injecting the CO2 (naturally
present in crude oil) back into the top of the well, the pumping requirements to get the oil to
the surface were reduced through reduced head pressure and lower oil viscosity.

The

concept, involves capturing CO2 from fossil fuel combustion and pumping it underground.
Under this scenario, the CO2 is injected as a supercritical fluid (allowing pumping like a
liquid but compression like a gas) into a geologically stable formation, typically at depths
below 1000m. In Australia, large scale testing of CO2 injection is currently underway in the
Victorian Otway basin [6] and has found no major hurdles to both geological considerations
and public stakeholder acceptance.
1.2 CO2 Capture technologies
The abatement of CO2 from stationary power generators has three main technology options to
capture the gas in a form suitable for storage underground [7]; Post-combustion capture
(PCC), Integrated Gasification & Combined Cycle with CCS (IGCC-CCS), and Oxy-fuel
combustion with CCS. These three capture processes are shown in Figure 3 with the red
boxes indicating additional equipment required. The relative merits of each technology
option and possible detractions are reviewed by Wall [7]. As a summary, both PCC and
Oxyfuel can be retrofitted to existing utilities, while only IGCC-CCS has the potential to
produce H2 for synthetic fuel production.

Importantly, each technology has yet to be

deployed at large industrial scale. Oxy-fuel combustion occurs in a mixture of oxygen and
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recycled CO2, such that the dominant product after combustion is CO2.

The higher

concentration of CO2 in the flue gas allows direct liquefaction of the flue gas to produce a
liquid CO2 product. The flue gas is recycled because combustion in pure oxygen produces
excessive flame temperatures and does not sufficiently carry the heat through the radiant and
convective sections of the boiler (where the steam is superheated). The extent of recycle is
determined by heat transfer considerations, in that this must be matched to that of air-firing.
The main benefits of this process are that it operates in a similar manner to typical air fired
operations, does not alter the existing steam cycle (as does PCC for solvent regeneration) and
uses industrially mature technologies in the form of air separation and compression
equipment. An issue with oxy-fuel is that it produces higher concentrations of flue gas
impurities in the boiler because these constituents have been concentrated in a smaller
volume by virtue of the process and these gases must be substantially removed before CO2
transport and storage.
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Figure 3. Main technologies for CO2 capture from coal fired electricity generators; post combustion
capture (top), Integrated Gasification & Combined Cycle-CCS (middle) and oxy-fuel combustion
(bottom).

1.3 Oxy-fuel development
While the level of public support for CO2 abatement is somewhat uncertain, the industrial
sector has been driving the development of oxy-fuel towards demonstration. Figure 4 shows
the historical development of oxy-fuel technology. The vertical scale represents the scale of
13

electrical output, traditionally taken as 30% of the theoretical thermal size. However almost
all projects shown are relatively small in size and would not include electrical generation.
Oxy-fuel testing facilities are operated by a number of boiler manufacturers (Alstom,
Babcock and Wilcox, Doosan). However, the construction of a full chain pilot plant in
Schwarze Pumpe by Vattenfall in 2008 marked a major milestone for the technology and its
subsequent operation has allowed the testing of a number of burner designs and given real
experience in capturing CO2 as a liquid product. The next major milestone for the technology
has been the Callide Oxyfuel project which went into operation in 2012. As can be observed
in Figure 4, the Callide Oxyfuel Project represents a critical step forward from pilot scale (eg
Schwarze Pumpe) to large demonstration scale (eg FutureGen 2.0 and Compostilla) The
project will demonstrate the first semi-commercial electrical generation using oxy-fuel and
will give experience in continuous operation under real electrical demand. Industrial )larger
scale) demonstrations are planned for 2015 in the US based FutureGen 2.0 and in Europe
with the Spanish Compostilla CFB300 project.
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Figure 4. Historical development of Oxy-fuel combustion

1.4 Callide Oxyfuel Project
The Callide Oxy-fuel Project is based in Biloela, Queensland Australia. It began in 2003 as a
Australian/Japanese collaboration involving CS Energy, IHI and the University of Newcastle.
The feasibility study was undertaken from 2004 to 2007 [8]. The project has involved the
retrofitting of a 30MW sub-critical boiler with flue gas recycle + heat exchangers, a Air
Separation Unit (ASU) and a CO2 purification plant (Figure 5). The liquefied CO2 will
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potentially be transported by truck to a sequestration site. The existing air fired circuit is
relatively unique compared to other power stations in Europe, Asia and the US in that the flue
gas is does not pass through de-NOx and de-SOx removal units. Instead, the plant relies on
the use of low sulfur (and mercury) coals and lenient Australian environmental regulations.
This type of circuit is common in Australia due to the quality of coal used in domestic power
generation and the sparsely populated areas in which they are located. This process is an
example of a “low sulfur” (ie Fuel-S<1%) oxy-fuel flow sheet and represents the lowest cost
approach for a retrofit application.

In Europe, USA and Japan, the more common flue gas circuit involves secondary NOx
removal (such as ammonia injection or the use of solid catalysts) and flue gas desulfurisation
units (FGD). Thus there are variations in process equipment and therefore gas compositions.

The Vattenfall Schwarze Pumpe oxy-fuel pilot plant, shown in Figure 6, is an example of an
oxy-fuel flow sheet involving these extra gas cleaning stages. Such additional environmental
units are expensive and add to the overall costs of plant and electricity production.
Consequently, Australia has the potential to deploy cheaper electricity using oxy-fuel
technology if these flue gas impurities can be managed in the CO2 compression system.
Conversely, a failure to handle flue gas species (such as SOx, NOx and Hg) could require
additional environmental units to be added thereby increasing the cost of deployment.
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Figure 5. Diagram of the Callide Oxyfuel Project, adapted from [9-11]
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1.4 Flue gas impurities in oxy-fuel combustion
Oxy-fuel flue gas concentrations are determined by three factors; coal quality, process
conditions and the impurity control devices that are used in the process. As N2 is not
included in the oxidant and the concentration of impurities can potentially be up to 3x that of
air firing for SO2 and 1.5x for NOx. The mass flow of these impurities exiting the recycle
loop is similar to air firing for SO2 and approximately ¼ for NOx [13]. Because the flue gas
is recycled, any removal of impurities downstream of the boiler will result in an overall
reduction in impurity concentration within the boiler. For example, a desulfurisation unit
placed inside the flue gas recycle loop would effectively reduce the SO2 concentration in the
boiler to around 1.3x air firing (dependent on O2 %) and lower the downstream SO2
concentration to ~50ppm [14].

Fabric filters are expected to provide greater contact of fly ash with flue gas than ESPs for the
capture of mercury species (Hg0, Hg2+), however the extent of capture is relative to the
amount of unburned carbon, and thus also dependent on combustion conditions.

In the Schwarze Pumpe diagram (in Figure 6 above) the placement of the FGD outside of the
recycle loop (for secondary flow, ~80% of total) means that the higher level of SO2 is
returned to the boiler, but also allows for it to be returned at a higher temperature (increasing
efficiency). A consequence of this placement is that the volume of flue gas treated by the
FGD is considerably reduced, and thus could be designed as a much smaller, and less
expensive unit. However, a consequence of the smaller unit is that under air fired operations,
with a higher gas flow, poorer cleaning of sulphur gases is possible.
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Clearly the optimisation of oxy-fuel circuits has a significant number of considerations (eg in
a new build), however in a retrofit case, it is most likely that the existing environmental
control units (or lack there of) will be retained.

While there a number of emerging commercial oxy-fuel compression processes (Air Liquide,
Air Products, Linde, Praxair), a consensus is building that the boiler-side flow sheet of an
oxy-fuel process is ultimately determined by Fuel-S levels [15, 16]. The Callide Oxyfuel
Project will be the first demonstration of a full chain oxy-fuel process without in-line
impurity control (other than a fabric filter). Instead, this process will rely on coal quality as
the dominant form of controlling SO2 and Hg. At the cold end (ie <200°C), the raw flue gas
will use sodium polishing in a direct contact cooler followed by compression.

Figure 7 shows a diagram of the Callide compression system. The raw flue gas is conveyed
to the CO2 purification unit above the acid dew point (~150°C) to prevent condensation and
cold end corrosion. The stream is quenched using a direct contact cooler (Scrubber 1) which
lowers the gas temperature from above the acid dew point to below the H2O dew point. The
quench column will also provide atmospheric scrubbing of acid gases using a caustic (NaOH)
wash. The gas is then compressed to 20-30bar and scrubbed (Scrubber 2) at high pressure
using chilled water. The compression is expected to convert NO to water soluble NO2 and
potentially remove mercury. The gas is passed through absorptive dryers to remove H2O to
<1ppm, before being cryogenically distilled to separate liquid CO2 from the uncondensable
light gases (O2, N2, Ar).
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Figure 7. Callide Oxy-fuel compression circuit, from [17]

1.6 Oxy-fuel impurities during compression
Impurities in CO2 have impacts in its compression. The higher concentration of SO2 [18]
increases the corrosion potential throughout the hot side of the plant and will ultimately
produce H2SO4 condensate in cooling or compression. The trace amounts of mercury can be
problematic in brazed aluminium cryogenic heat exchangers and can be captured either in the
fly ash or in the condensate. Particulates are also an issue in compression and can cause
damage to compressor impellers. By comparison, NOx species are reduced (to N2) when
recycled through an oxy-fuel flame and when compressed will form NO2 and subsequently be
absorbed in the condensate as HNO3. The greatest uncertainty in the oxy-fuel plant lies in the
carry-over of these impurities to the back end of the compression train where elemental
mercury can form an amalgam with aluminium (which embrittles the structure) or NOx/SOx
report to the CO2 product (potentially corroding transport lines). Methods of removal of
NOx, SOx and Hg species are commercially available and widely used in power generation,
however such capture units add to the overall cost of electricity and the extent to which they
are required in oxy-fuel is not certain.

The NO oxidation mechanism during compression has been observed by several oxy-fuel
researchers (Air Products/Imperial College [19, 20], Linde/Vattenfall [21]). Modelling work
has suggested that the absorption mechanism will limit the capture rate to 80-85% [22]. In
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atmospheric conditions, NO is relatively insoluble and is oxidised slowly, however at
elevated pressures this conversion process is accelerated and in the presence of O2 readily
forms NO2, which is soluble in the water condensate. This mechanism forms an integral part
of nitric acid production [23]. In the presence of SO2, the NO2 acts as an oxidising agent
forming SO3 or H2SO4 when in the presence of water. This reaction scheme is well known
for its use in the lead chamber process, an outdated method of sulfuric acid production. In an
oxy-fuel compression train this reaction mechanism is expected to enhance the absorption of
SO2 in the condensed water but limit NOx removal until the oxidation of SO2 to SO3 is
complete. A implication of the lead chamber mechanism is that elemental mercury can only
be captured by the condensate once HNO3 begins to form. Elemental mercury is insoluble in
water but may be captured as Hg(NO3)2. Figure 8 illustrates the interaction of these species.
The Air Products Sour Gas Compression [24] process is the only system that actively takes
advantage of the lead chamber process to remove SOx/NOx and Hg, by increasing contact
time between the aqueous phase and gas phase. In other systems, such as at Callide, this
mechanism is still likely to occur but to an uncertain extent.
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Figure 8. Interaction of NOx, SOx and Hg during compression of oxy-fuel flue gas

1.7 NO oxidation mechanisms
The oxidation process in which NO is converted to NO2 and subsequently absorbed in an
aqueous phase is complicated by reactions in both the gas and liquid phase. Figure 9
illustrates the potential reactions, equilibriums and species, while Figure 10 shows their
relative “order of magnitude’ solubilities by a comparison of the Henry’s constant at 25°C.
This data is also given as Table 1 and 2 in the Appendix. Clearly the oxidation of NO to
higher oxides of nitrogen enhances the absorption rate.

From atmospheric pollution work,

HNO2 (or HONO as it is referred to in that field) can be formed readily in the dark (ie
overnight) [25] and thus tends to form at night through the reaction:
NO + NO2 + H2O → 2HONO
During daylight, the concentrations of atmospheric HONO are reduced through photolysis via
the reaction:
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HONO + hv → HO + NO

Where the HO radical can then initiate a sequence of reactions with various other air
pollutants to form NO2 and ozone. This mechanism is considered to be one of the principle
sources of HO radicals in atmospheric pollution. Earlier work by Svensson et al [26] showed
that NO2 can react directly with H2O, ie
NO2 + H2O → H2NO3
H2NO3+NO2 → HONO + HNO3

However, the formation of NO was observed via the side reaction
2HONO → NO + NO2 + H2O

which appeared to be catalysed by the reactor walls. This decomposition reaction was
observed to be higher in stainless steel vessels than in glass or Teflon reactor. However, it
was also observed that the surface poisoning effect of adsorbed HNO3 would ultimately limit
the decomposition rate to comparable values.

Svennson and co-workers [26] also observed that the nitrogen balance could not be closed
without washing out the reactor vessel and measuring the nitrates via ion chromatography.
The stability of HONO is of particular importance to oxy-fuel compression because gas
analysis measurements must be depressurised prior to entering commercial analyser units and
also the acidic condensates must be removed through a depressurisation stage.

This

presumably disturbs the equilibrium and complicates fundamental understanding. Overall,
the knowledge gained from air pollution studies provides some insights into the processes
that may occur in oxyfuel compression. However the significant difference in the pressure
and concentration of gas species (eg. ppb / 700 tor for atmospheric work vs ppm / 30 bar for
oxyfuel compression) means that the operational envelope is far outside the range of
atmospheric experience.

Under pressure, HONO is likely to remain stable in both gas and

liquid phases, enhancing the NOx absorption rate into aqueous solution, while after
depressurisation it is expected to decompose back to NO and NO2 with only a minor amount
20

of HNO2 being stable in the dark at atmospheric pressure (eg equilibrium concentration of
HNO2 is 29ppm in 500ppm NO/ 50ppm NO2 [25]).

N2O4+H2O → HNO2+ HNO3

N2O4

2NO2+H2O → HNO2+ HNO3 ↔ NO3 + NO2

2NO2

NO+NO2+H2O ↔ 2HNO2

3HNO2↔ HNO3+ H2O+2NO

NO+½O2
N2O3+H2O → 2HNO2

NO+NO2 ↔ N2O3
INTERFACE

NO
BULK GAS

BULK LIQUID

LIQUID FILM

GAS FILM

Figure 9. NOx oxidation and absorption mechanisms, re-drawn from Counce and Perona [27], with
added ionisation step marked in red. These mechanisms are based on HNO3 production.
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Figure 10. Comparison of solubilities of NOx and SOx gaseous species in water using Henry’s
Constant at 25°C (logarithmic plot, showing orders of magnitude differences). Note that SO3 and
H2SO4 values are given as infinite in [28] but expressed here as a value.

Not shown on Figure 10 is N2O, a gas phase species with significant global warming
potential which has been measured to form slowly in the presence of NO and SO2 (up to 40%
of total NOx in 3 hours [29]). It has also been shown that NO in the gas phase reacts with
acid sulphate solutions forming N2O at a rate of 20ppm/h. Such reactions were also found to
be possible by recent modelling of pressurised Oxyfuel conditions [30]. Other work done on
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NOx and SOx interaction indicated the possibility of solid formation. Nelo et al. [31] observed
the formation of a white solid when reacting SO2 and NO in the presence of ozone under wet
conditions. The solid was theorised to be a mixture containing (NO2)S2O7 and HNOSO4 [31]
and potentially N2O5 (in NOx only systems) which is solid at room temperature. They also
found that a significant difference between the change in gaseous NOx concentration and the
amount of nitric acid in solution. The theoretical reactions for this process are:
3NO2 + 2SO2 + H2O  2HNOSO4 (s) + NO
NO2 + NO  N2O3
2N2O3 + 2SO2  (NO)2S2O7(s) + 4NO
NO + 3NO2 + 2SO2  (NO)2S2O7 (s)+ NO
N2O5 (s) + SO2  N2O4 + SO3
Recent work done at the Technical University of Hamburg [32] also indicated the formation
of white solids in their laboratory oxy-fuel drop tube furnace and compression plant, though
no chemical identification has yet been published.
1.8 Mercury Capture in Oxyfuel
Conventional methods of mercury removal (in air firing) occurs by adhering to carbon sites
contained within unburned carbon in fly ash and or through activated carbon beds. These
processes have been reviewed by Pavlish et al [33]. The adsorption of mercury onto the
carbon surface (both within the fly ash and specifically designed activated carbon) is based
on heterogenous reactions occurring on the surface to produce a relatively non-volatile
oxidised mercury species. The effects of acid gases, in particular SO2 and NO2 have been
shown to interfere with this process. Some possible interactions on the carbon surface are
shown in Figure 11. Nitrogen dioxide is known to act as a catalytic electron sink for Hg0,
producing a non-volatile Hg(NO3)2 on the surface of carbon. However in the presence the
SO2, the mercuric nitrate reacts to form mercuric bisulphate, Hg(SO4H)2, resulting in
Hg(NO3)2 and its hydrate, Hg(NO3)2-H2O being emitted as a volatile acidic species. Under
oxy-fuel conditions, the higher SOx concentrations are expected to result in greater
interference with mercury capture on activated carbon beds. Experience at Vattenfall’s
Schwarze Pumpe plant has shown that the use of an atmospheric activated carbon bed results
in significant amounts of sulfur compounds being retained within the bed, despite the use of
an FGD [14].
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Figure 11. The effect of acid gases on mercury adsorption on a carbon surface [33]
potentially within fly ash particles or within activated carbon beds.
Traditional capture of mercury within an FGD unit occurs through the removal of soluble
mercuric salts, particularly HgCl2. A survey of coal fired units in the United States has
shown that the best Hg removal efficiency occurred when a fabric filter and FGD unit were
combined, where 58% removal was contributed by the fabric filter and 77% of the mercury
entering the FGD was oxidised [33]. Further work has shown that this removal efficiency is
mainly based on coal chlorine levels, which determines the amount of oxidised mercury
leaving the particulate removal device and entering the scrubber. In an oxy-fuel system,
soluble mercuric salts are expected to be removed either from an FGD unit or during initial
quenching prior to compression. In a recent pilot trial [34] it was shown that the dominant
effect was the reactor configuration (Figure 12), with the lower burnout (higher carbon in
ash) and longer retention time promoting greater fly ash capture of mercury in the CFB
reactor. It was concluded that speciation of mercury was similar when comparing between
air and oxy-fuel conditions. Overall, these trials showed that approximately 25-45% of total
mercury will be present as gaseous Hg0 in a pulverised coal reactor, which is expected to be
insoluble and difficult to remove from the gas stream without further treatment. Given that
the higher levels of acid gases in oxy-fuel are expected to reduce the capacity of dedicated
activated carbon beds (eg the Schwarze Pumpe experience) it appears likely that such
removal options may be more expensive than under air firing conditions. However, as a
passive removal option, Air Products have stated that part of the Sour Gas Compression
process (mentioned above) will remove gaseous Hg0 as mercuric nitrate because mercury
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compounds react readily with the nitric acid produced as a compression condensate [35, 36].
Currently the level of Hg speciation occurring in the gas phase of an oxyfuel process is
uncertain. Pilot trials at IHI in Japan used standard adsorbant sampling tubes as well as a
continuous analyser [37]. The continuous method showed that gas phase Hg0 levels did not
reach steady state after four hours of continuous operation, reaching a maximum of
2.8µg/Nm3, while Hg2+ levels remained constant at ~0.5µg/Nm3.

Initial air firing of the

same coal the Callide showed only Hg2+ concentrations 0.27-0.35µg/Nm3 and no measurable
Hg0 [38].

Older studies have shown the liquid mercury does react readily with NO2 to produce
Hg(NO3)2 [39, 40] and gaseous Hg0 is known to react with NO2 on activated carbon [33].
Early work by Dhar [41] discusses the mechanisms of using dilute and concentrated nitric
acid on liquid mercury and suggests that HNO2 plays an important role in determining the
formation of sparingly soluble mercury I nitrite or relatively soluble mercury II nitrate. Later
work by Zhao and Rochelle [42] demonstrated that

the absorption of gaseous Hg0 is

enhanced by higher concentrations of nitric acid and that the addition of HgCl2 can further
catalyse this rate. Also tested was the use of NaHCO3-NaOH solution as an absorbent,
however it was found to have a reducing effect on dissolved oxidised mercury. In a recent
review of mercury testing surrounding coal combustion products it was stated that the
preservative techniques employed after sampling will have a dominating influence on the
stability of mercury solutions [43]. It was the suggested that acids, oxidising and complexing
agents are most commonly used as preservatives.

The effect of NO2, HNO2 and HNO3 and the stability of mercury products are of particular
relevance to an oxy-fuel compression plant because of the need to vent the liquid condensates
to atmospheric pressure. Ideally the high concentration of nitric acid produced from NOx
absorption during compression will capture the gaseous Hg0, however the effect of pressure,
gas phase reactions and the intermediate presence of HNO2 in the liquid are all issues that
will ultimately affect the stability of absorbed mercury during depressurisation. Furthermore,
the use of pH dosing agents such as NaOH/ NaHCO3 may have an adverse effect on
dissolved oxidised mercury compounds.
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Figure 12. Recent Oxyfuel pilot results for mercury speciation in a 300kW Circulating
Fluidised Bed (CFB); a 1500kW pulverised coal furnace (L1500) and a 100kW once through
Oxyfuel combustion furnace (OFC). Mercury is speciated as particulate Hg (HgP); gaseous
oxidised Hg (Hg2+); gaseous elemental Hg (Hg0) and total gaseous Hg (HgTG) [34]

2. Objectives
The project is based on reduction of cost and risk associated with CO2 gas quality in the Callide
Oxyfuel Project (COP) and to future oxyfuel technology deployment in Australia and elsewhere. The
removal of mercury species prior to CO2 liquefaction is critical in avoiding the cost and risk of
corrosion in brazed aluminium cryogenic heat exchangers of the CPU.
The aim is that testing “real” oxyfuel flue gas at the COP together with related controlled laboratory
measurements on “synthetic” gas the project will:
•

Quantify and provide understanding of the impact (reduction) of Hg capture due to SO2/SO3

with associated high acid dew point temperature by ash in the fabric filter in oxyfuel combustion
•

Quantify and provide understanding of Hg removal in oxyfuel flue gas compression and the

potential stabilisation of the liquid during pressure reduction required for its disposal.
This report details research on the second area.
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The project continues work reported in a previous ANLECR&D project [44] , which concentrated on
the removal of SOx, NOx and Hg based on gas measurements while compressing a slip-stream of flue
gas from the COP, with

measurements over the COP compression plant with more extensive

sampling and analysis of liquids.
Associated laboratory work includes experiments to examine the stability of the liquids, and analysis
of gases not measurable by techniques available during the previous work [44].
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3. Summary of COP tests from previous ANLECR&D Project 6-0710-0061

A task of the previous Project ANLECR&D Project 6-0710-0061 involved CO2 compression
experiments with mercury and also NOx and SOx removal, with laboratory experiments on
compressing simplified gases and experiments involving compressing slip-streams on real oxyfuel
flue gas from the Callide Oxyfuel Project (COP) and also direct measurements on the plant.

The work investigated the behaviour of gaseous Hg0 in pressurised oxy-fuel systems in terms of the
potential capture in acidic condensates, interaction with NOx gases and liquid stability on depressurisation. A three stage axial-piston compressor with gas and liquid sampling was used at the
COP on flue gas slipstreams taken from before and after SO2 removal. The effects of SO2, residence
time and condensing temperature were studied. In addition, NOx is a potential impurity in the final
CO2 product, and its removal during compression is desirable. The removal of SOx is also desirable
and is thought to influence NOx removal.

The results are summarised on Figure 13 for NO conversion to NO2, Figure 14 for NOx captured
(removed) from the gas and Figure 15 for Hg captured (removed) from gas. The results give the
percentage conversion or removal of species based on gas composition measurements, with the
captions from top to bottom as follows:

•

taken with the piston compressor fed with a slip-stream of gas at the COP with HIGH and

LOW flow rates
•

by sampling gases directly from the exit of the COP compressor and the HP (high pressure)

scrubber (at the COP operating pressure of 24 bar)
•

exiting the piston compressor in laboratory experiments (to pressures up to 30 bar) with inlet

NO compositions of 500, 1000 and 1500ppm

Figure 15 also includes data for ICED condensers to give the effect of temperature on Hg removal.
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Figure 13. NO conversion from gas composition measurements

Figure 14. NOx capture from gas composition measurements
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Figure 15. Hg capture from gas composition measurements

The main finding was that results from experiments performed on real oxyfuel flue gas are similar to
those performed in the laboratory and measurements taken from the Callide CPU. The effect of SO2
on NOx capture was minimal despite a detectable difference in NO/NO2 ratio. The capture of SO2 in
the compression circuit was significantly faster than NOx capture, with 90% removal of SO2 by a
pressure of 10 bar, with NOx capture extending to higher pressures.

The COP tests investigated the effect of residence time and temperature of compression.

•

The effect of residence time during compression was investigated by varying the motor speed

driving the compressor and thus affecting flow rate. A doubling of flow rate (HIGH FLOW - halving
of residence time) had the greatest influence at higher pressures (>10bar) where the kinetic rate of NO
oxidation begins to slow. The ultimate effect being that capture of NOx could be increased from 55%
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to 75% by doubling the residence time in the compressor and could be further extended to 83% by
increasing back end pressure from 24 bar to 30 bar.

•

The effect of temperature was investigated by placing the inter-stage condensing units in iced

water (ICED condensers). This condition produced the greatest NOx and Hg capture, with Hg being
removed at lower pressure (10bar) and NOx capture being enhanced at high pressure (24bar).
Modelling results based on literature kinetics indicated that the NO oxidation rate was increased at
lower temperature, but the equilibrium partition between NO2 and N2O4 was likely to be the dominant
driver.

Previous work has shown that gaseous Hg0 reacts readily with NO2 formed from NO oxidation at high
pressure. This reaction is shown to be kinetically limited and occurred without the presence of water,
either water vapour or liquid water, contrary to speculation in the literature. The current experiments
show that without NO2, no capture of Hg0 was observed in the compression system.

Overall, the results indicate that capture of mercury during compression occurred as a consequence of
high pressure, longer residence time and concentration of NO2 and can be predicted using a simple
kinetic model.

The present work complements the above results with experiments over the COP compressor
and other sampling points in the CPU with both gas and liquid analyses.
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4.

Laboratory experiments to characterise the product of the Hg-NO2 reaction

4.1

Background

The previous project has demonstrated the ability of the compression system to remove the Hg from
the gas phase in an oxyfuel flue gas. The removal pathway for Hg and has determined the possible
pathway to be a gas phase reaction between Hg and NO2 as opposed to a gas/liquid reaction between
Hg and HNO3. The steps therefore involve gas phase reactions which may produce a deposit (ie a
solid) to capture Hg, with a second step capturing the Hg as condensate, as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Schematic indicating the speculated two steps in mercury capture, as deposit in dry gas
followed by liquid in condensate

The study in this section attempted to recover the product of the reaction between the dry reaction
between Hg and NO2 using the apparatus of Figure 17. It has been speculated in the literature [45]
that the product is a solid. As the amount of product produced was in the order of mg, it was
extremely difficult to obtain a sample for SEM analysis. Efforts to concentrate the reaction in a very
small area for SEM analysis were not successful.

Three different methods were used to attempt to recover the Hg-NO2 reaction product; by
•

heating up to 200°C,

•

water and pH 1 HNO3 water wash and a
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•

harsh acid wash mixture of 6 M HCl and 16 M HNO3 and water in the ratio of 1:6:7 with
heating at 95°C[46].

Heating the Hg product attempted to break down solid Hg product into gas phase Hg0 and the acid
and water washes attempted to remove acid/water soluble Hg in which the liquids were then analysed
for Hg content instead of nitrate content.

4.2

Heating

With N2 flowing bypassing the Hg permeation cell, the reactor of Figure 17 was pressurised using the
back pressure regulator. 2000 ng/m3 Hg was then fed into the system using N2 as the carrier gas. After
it reached steady state, 1000ppm NOx and 4% O2 was introduced into the system. The experiment was
then set to run for 1 hour.
NO

Hg

MFC
O2
MFC
N2

Hg

Pressure

Horizontal

gauge

tube furnace

bypass

MFC
Dry
reactor

Back
Pressure

pressure

relief

regulator

0

Hg permeation tube
in water bath

Figure 17. Apparatus to study the products of the dry gas reaction between Hg and NO2, with the
heated section identified

After a 1-hour experimental period, the system was then depressurised and heated to 195°C. The
amount of Hg released was then recorded using the Ohio Lumex Hg analyser. This set of experiments
was conducted at 5, 10 and 15 bar.
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Figure 18 shows a typical heating recovery experiment using a system pressure of 5 bar. It can be seen
that there was an increase of Hg concentration after the heating of the reactor started, which coincided
with an increase of the temperature of the reactor up to 195°C. After the peak Hg concentration, the
Hg concentration decreased although the reactor temperature was maintained at 195°C. The Hg
concentration eventually decreased back to the baseline Hg concentration.
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Figure 18: Typical heating recovery experiment Hg concentration of product gas

Figure 19 shows the percentage of Hg thermally recoverable from the system. The Hg recovered by
heating to 195°C was between 22% and 37%. Pressure did not influence the amount that was
thermally recoverable.
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Figure 19: Heating recovery results

4.3

Water/acid wash

The experimental setup utilised a 100ft ¼”PFA tubing which replaced the 300mL stainless steel
reactor used in the heating experiment of Figure 17. The reason for this change was the difficulty in
contacting all surfaces with liquids using the stainless steel reactor, due to the non-uniform shape of
the reactor. Using the 100ft PFA tubing gave visual confirmation of the liquid as it were swept
through the tubing.

The experiment was conducted in a similar manner to the heating experiment, in which the reaction
between Hg and NO2 was allowed to occur over a 1 hour period. After the 1 hour period, the setup
was disconnected at the point where all the gases mix and 150mL of water was introduced in 50mL
batches. A slight gas flow of about 100 mL/min displaced the water towards the end of the setup
(back pressure regulator) and the water exiting the back pressure regulator was collected. The
collected water was immediately stabilised with 50mL 68% HNO3 in order to prevent the release of
unstable Hg out of the liquid water. The wash was then repeated with 150mL of pH 1 HNO3; the
HNO3 wash was not further stabilised with the 68% HNO3, with the expectation that the concentration
of HNO3 already present was sufficient to retain any recovered Hg. Experiments were conducted at 10
and 15 bar. Liquids were then analysed for Hg content.
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Figure 20 shows the results of the water/HNO3 wash. The water wash was performed before the
HNO3 as any Hg product removable by waterwas assumed to be removable by HNO3. The results
show that the total recovery to the acid/water wash combined ranged from 9% to 16%. The amount
recovered with water was about 6% at 10 bar and 6 to 9% at 15 bar. As with the heating experiment,
pressure did not influence the percentage recoverable using water and HNO3.
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Figure 20: Acid/water recovery results

4.4

Harsh-acid wash

In the harsh-acid wash recovery experiment, the experiment was conducted similar to the water/acid
wash. However, after the 1-hour Hg-NO2 reaction, a cylinder was filled with the harsh-acid mixture
and the valves connecting the cylinder opened to the reactor opened. A pump was attached to the end
of the back pressure regulator to draw the liquid from the cylinder to the back pressure regulator.
Once the liquid has passed the back pressure regulator, the pump was detached and all valves shut.
The cylinder was then removed from the setup.

The setup was then soaked in a Labec water bath at 95°C overnight. The next day, the liquids were
then removed. Water was then pumped through the setup. Both the used harsh-acid and water were
analysed for Hg content. It is important to note that prior to this experiment, the entire setup
underwent the same process to remove any carryover mercury from previous experiments. This
experiment was conducted at 10 bar.
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The harsh-acid mixture was initially clear when injected into the experimental setup. After overnight
heating at 95°C, it was observed that the harsh-acid mixture had formed a yellowish liquid as shown
in Figure 21. It was also observed that the yellowish liquid formed after the back pressure regulator
(i.e. the liquid was clear in the lines prior to the back pressure regulator) where majority of the HgNO2 product was expected to be deposited.

Figure 21: Photo of harsh-acid mixture after overnight heating at 95°C

The total recovery for the experiment conducted at 10 bar was 16%, with 9.7% recovered using the
harsh-acid mixture and 6.3% recovered by the water wash after the harsh-acid. These results were
comparable with the water/acid wash experiment, and were less compared to the heating experiment.
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4.5

Comparison between the three methods

3 different methods were tested to recover Hg from the reaction between Hg and NO2. The heating
recovery up to 195°C represented the upper limit of the temperature expected in the compressor and
the technical limit of the back pressure regulator of the experiment. Water and pH 1 HNO3
represented the expected liquids that may come into contact with the products in the compressor. The
harsh-acid mixture was the ultimate Hg recovery method, designed to remove immobile Hg, which is
not removable with water and HNO3[46].

The heating method recovered 22% to 37% of the Hg product expected to form in the reaction
between Hg and NO2. This was greater than the Hg recovered from the water/acid wash (9 to 16%)
and the harsh-acid wash (16%), as shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22. Summary of mercury recovery results
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Harsh acid wash

5. Experiments at the Callide Oxyfuel Project
The University of Newcastle has performed two test campaigns at the COP. The first test campaign
for ANLECR&D Project 6-0710-0061 was based on the use of a bench top compression unit with
slip stream gases derived from COP with gas analyses of products. The second campaign for the
current project has two major areas; (a) SO3 and Hg emissions from the fabric filter and (b) NOx and
Hg emissions associated with liquid condensate removal from the compression circuit. This report
details the second test campaign results from the CPU liquids. A prior milestone report details the
work performed on the fabric filter during this second tests campaign.

Sampling Program
The second test campaign was planned as a two week program in May/June 2014. However, only one
week of testing was able to be performed before a major leak developed in the Flue Gas Low Pressure
Heater (FGLP heater), which caused the plant to shut-down for several weeks. A second successful
attempt to finish the experiments was performed in June/July 2014. Table 1 shows the actual program
of work performed across the two weeks of testing.

The May/June tests were centred on the

regeneration of the Molecular Sieve drying units using the vented inert gases from the cold box CO2
liquefaction.

The Molecular Sieve dryers were suspected to absorb NOx during operation and

potentially desorb HNO3 when regenerated. The cycles for these units were approximately 12 hours
apart, necessitating a week of sampling. While these tests were performed first, they have been
placed second in the report (after the liquid condensate work) as the Molecular Sieve units are
downstream of the compressor. Importantly, these molecular sieve tests were not part of the original
scope of work, however they have been included at the request of COP and are considered to
encompass the study of liquids (and NOx) within the CPU.
The June/July tests focussed on testing the liquid condensates derived from compression of flue gases
for NOx and Hg emissions when depressurised. From previous work in the laboratory, it was expected
that a portion of captured NOx gases remains volatile (as a dissolved gas) in the liquid and may be reemitted into the gas phase as an emission when the liquid is released to atmosphere. These volatility
tests require several hours to desorb the NOx gases. While these liquid tests were being performed, a
number of gas samples were taken from different areas of the CPU to describe the gaseous
environment in which the condensates were exposed. Figure 23 shows the sample points on the COP
CPU, with red points noted as gas samples and blue point noted as liquid samples.
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TABLE 1. Summary of CPU Liquids Sampling Campaign
Date

Samples taken

Analysis

NOTES

27/05/14

Mol Seive Regeneration

28/05/15

Mol Seive Regeneration

29/05/14

Mol Seive Regeneration

30/05/14

Combined Vent for Mol Seive
Regeneration
Combined Vent for Mol Seive
Regeneration
Combined Vent for Mol Seive
Regeneration
Unexpected shut down
Packed-up and drove home

Gas analysis
(NOx, HNO3, H2O, Hg)
Gas analysis
(NOx, HNO3, H2O, Hg)
Gas analysis
(NOx, HNO3, H2O, Hg)
Gas analysis
(NOx, HNO3, H2O, Hg)
Gas analysis
(NOx, HNO3, H2O, Hg)
Gas analysis
(NOx, HNO3, H2O, Hg)

Liquid water present, dilution
required
Liquid water present, dilution
required
Liquid water present, dilution
required
Liquid water present, dilution
required
Liquid water present, dilution
required
Liquid water present, dilution
required

31/05/14
01/06/14
2/06/14

Break in testing campaign
27/06/14

28/06/14

Gas Phase
•CPU Feed (after LP Scrubber)
•Interstage (after cooling,~4 bar)
•Compressor Outlet (after cooling, ~24
bar)

Gas Analysis
NO, NO2

Sampled at
~5-10L/min

Condensates
•Intercooler, 4 bar
•Aftercooler, 24 bar

Volatility Tests
NO, NO2, Hg, CO2

Sampled ~500mL liquid in
~5L/min compressed air for
~8 hours

Gas Phase
•CPU Feed (after LP Scrubber)
•Interstage (after cooling,~4 bar)
•Compressor Outlet (after cooling, ~24
bar)
•DeNOx Recycle to interstage
•HP Scrubber Inlet (after chiller)
•HP Scrubber Outlet (before Mol Sieve)

Gas Analysis
NO, NO2

Sampled at
~5-10L/min

Volatility Tests
NO, NO2, Hg, CO2

Sampled ~500mL liquid in
~5L/min compressed air for
~8 hours

Gas Phase
•Compressor Outlet (after cooling, ~24
bar)

Gas Analysis
NO, NO2

Sampled at
~5-10L/min

Condensates
•Aftercooler, 24 bar
•HP Scrubber, 24 bar

Volatility Tests
NO, NO2, Hg, CO2

Sampled Aftercooler at
~750mL liquid in ~5L/min
compressed air for ~8 hours

Condensates
•Intercooler, 4 bar
•Aftercooler, 24 bar
29/06/14

Sampled HP Scrubber at
~500mL liquid in ~5L/min
compressed air for ~8 hours
30/06/14

Stack Testing
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Figure 23. COP compression circuit and sample points for the second test campaign. The Molecular
Sieve Regeneration Vent sample point was sampled in the May/June test period and the other points
were sampled during the June/July test period.

Volatility testing of condensates
The testing of NOx and Hg gases released on depressurisation of liquid condensates is an uncertain
area of oxyfuel compression circuits. The University of Newcastle first identified this as an issue
during bench scale compression testing in pursuit of closing the mass balance for NOx and Hg. This
field campaign appears to be the first rfist attempt at determining the extent of volatile components
from a large scale oxyfuel flue gas compression circuit. A preliminary attempt at sampling these
liquids (at either 4 bar or 24 bar) were made in the May/June tests, in which the liquids were sampled
under pressure, then transported to the test van for depressurisation. Figure 24 shows the apparatus,
with the top sample cylinder used to sample and convey the liquids to the analysers and the bottom
cylinder used as the aerated depressurisation vessel.

This system was modelled off the work

performed on the bench scale laboratory compression system. Preliminary results are given in Figure
25 for a compressed air flow rate of 2 L/min and a sampled liquid volume of 160-190mL.
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These early results indicated that liquid residence time prior to depressurisation was a factor and the
liquid aerator was re-designed for the second week of testing in June/July to allow for greater volume
of sampled liquids and higher flow of compressed air to carry the volatile gases to the analysers. The
new aeration cell was located next to the sample point and compressed air was directed through a dry
gas meter to the aeration vessel, with the combined air and impurities swept through the sample lines
to the test van and the gas analysers. Over 100ft of ½” PFA tubing was used to convey these NOx/Hg
emissions into the analysers giving approximately 5 minutes residence time for the gas to reach the
van.

A pulse counter recorded the flow rate of compressed air through the dry gas meter

continuously, though in practice the flow rate did not vary significantly from 5L/min. The new
aeration vessel is shown in Figure 26, with a total volume of 1.25 litres, connected to the HP
Scrubber. The liquids were dropped out using flexible high pressure Teflon-lined braided tubing with
two needle valves for flow control. The main condensate exhaust line was switched off for 1 minute
to build up sufficient liquids and ensure a seal from gases. Then the liquids were sampled slowly over
~5 minutes until the liquid level reached ~500mL. Figure 27 shows the liquid during sampling of the
high pressure condensate, with clearly visible bubbles and after degassing for ~ 1 hour with minor
bubbles visible. The degassing experiment were typically started at 9:30am and allowed to degass
throughout the 12 hour shift, with a second tests performed prior towards the end of shift to allow an
all-night experiment to be achieved. In some cases, the aeration cell was carefully shaken to allow
greater removal of gases from the liquid surface. Care was taken to ensure no liquid entrainment in
the gas lines going to the analysers.

During liquid volatility analysis, the second NOx analyser was used to sample the gas points
throughout the CPU circuit. These are detailed in Table 1and Figure 23 above. Over 100ft of ¼”
PFA lines were used to direct gas flow from a needle valve installed at each sample point to the test
van. Multiple lines were used to allow faster switching between sample points. Each PFA line had a
pressure rating of 28bar to ensure safe sampling from pressurised points (ie up to 24bar).
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Figure 24. First volatility test apparatus using liquid sampled at pressure then later depressurised.
The top cylinder contains the pressurised liquid sample and bottom cylinder is the aeration vessel.
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Figure 25. Preliminary results from first volatility tests performed on 31/05/14. Shows impact of
residence time on volatility of NOx gases in depressurised condensate.
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Figure 26. New aeration vessel used in June/July test campaign for volatility analysis.

Figure 27. Photograph of high pressure condensate during sampling (left) initially with significant
bubbles formed from release of dissolved volatile gases; and after 1 hour degassing with minor
bubbles (right).
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Molecular Sieve testing for HNO3(g)
The Molecular Sieves are two drying units which absorb H2O vapour in the pressurised flue gas in
order to reduce the potential for ice formation in the cold box. The units operate in tandem; one in
absorption mode while the second is in regeneration mode. However, the potential for HNO3 to also
be desorbed during this phase ultimately became the focus of the testing. Nitric acid gas (HNO3) can
be detected using chemiluminscent NOx analysers, however it is not differentiated apart from NO2.
Industrial analysers contain a convertor which converts most NOx species back to NO (ie HNO2,
HNO3, NO2) which is then detected using the chemiluminscent method (NO oxidises to an activated
NO2). In this way modern NOx analysers report an NO and Total NOx, the difference being reported
as NO2. In the presence of HNO3 it was expected that HNO3 would also be combined in the NO2
measurement.

An alternative methodology for providing discrete measurements of HNO3 in the gas phase was based
on a previous study using a NaCl salt bed [47], which reacted with the gaseous HNO3 to form NaNO3
and HCl as products. The HCl concentration would always be above its dew point and provide no
interference. The sampling system required two NOx analysers; the first unit measuring the full NOx
stream including HNO3 and the second unit measuring NOx after passing through the NaCl salt bed
(with HNO3 removed). This system is shown in Figure 28 and includes a measured dilution of the
stream in order to prevent condensation of the H2O being vented. To accurately measure the dilution
rate two dry gas meters were used to measure the flow of compressed air (located close to the
compressed air source) and the total flow after sampling. In practise, this proved necessary due to
variation of flow from the sample point as the water was removed from the molecular sieve.
Testing of the NaCl salt bed method was performed prior to the field campaign by passing
compressed air through a bubbling glass impinger containing 67% HNO3 (Figure 29).

The

preliminary results in Figure 30 show that the salt bed actively strips out the HNO3 vapour, initially
forming NO as it passes the salt. The presence of NO2 after the salt bed is most likely indicative of
breakthrough of the salt bed. It suggests that the preliminary salt bed was capable of capturing at least
1700ppm of HNO3. For the COP testing of the Molecular Sieves, the salt bed was made from a
longer length of ¾”stainless steel tubing (~250mm in length) using a composite bed of coarse then
fine grained NaCl. This material was replaced daily and in practice the diluted HNO3 measurements
reached a peak concentration of ~700ppm, suggesting the salt bed had the capacity for full capture.
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Figure 28. Sampling system for determining HNO3 in gas phase of molecular sieve regeneration.
Combines measured dilution (with two dry gas meters to prevent H2O condensation) and dual NOx
analysers (measuring NOx with and without HNO3). The NaCl salt bed removes HNO3

Figure 29. NaCl salt bed tests at UoN for determining HNO3 in gas phase. Compressed air bubbling
through glass impinger with 67% HNO3.
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Figure 30. Results from UoN salt bed tests for HNO3 determination in gas phase. The technique
used two NOx analysers measuring Total NOx with HNO3 and Total NOx without HNO3.
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Results from the second test campaign at COP
NOx Audit of CPU
The main gas sample point of interest on the CPU were those of the feed, interstage and after stage
coolers, these corresponding with the volatility tests performed on 27/07/14 and 28/06/14. Figure 31
and 32 shows the concentrations of NO and NO2 across the compression unit at COP for Day 1 and
Day 2 of the test campaign. A clear conversion from NO to NO2 can be observed as the sample point
is moved from Mixed Feed to 2nd Stage (after the interstage cooler/condenser) to Compressor Outlet
(after the afterstage cooler/condenser). A complication on the second day of testing was observed in
the 2nd stage NOx measurement, showing significant fluctuations in NO2. In practice it was revealed
that the valve determining the recycled NOx from the cold box was directed to the interstage mid
pressure point, rather than being directed to the beginning of the compression as a mixed feed.
Ultimately this meant that a full evaluation of NOx conversion and capture was not possible and here
the magnitudes are reported without further analysis.
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Figure 31. Gas sampling from specific points in CPU. The 2nd compression stage was sampled after
intercooler (ie after NOx capture in condensates). Sampled on the 27/06/2014 (Day 1)

A sample was obtained from the recycle line coming from the DeNOx column confirming that the
observed fluctuation stemmed from the recycle rather than the initial feed. This is shown in Figure
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33. Peak to peak variation occurred every 4 minutes. It can also be observed that the DeNOx column
recycle contained almost no NO (<5ppm), consisting entirely of NO2.
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Figure 32. Gas sampling from specific points in CPU with observed cyclic variations in Mid Stage
sampling point. The 2nd compression stage was sampled after intercooler (ie after NOx capture in
condensates). Sampled on the 28/06/2014 (Day 2)

Testing was also done on the HP Scrubber bench, in particular before and after the chilling unit prior
to the HP Scrubber (set at 4°C using chilled water from the ammonia circuit). This is given in Figure
34. In this case the effect of temperature (more than residence time) can be shown to marginally
enhance the conversion of NO to NO2, which is thermodynamically favoured at lower temperature.
The HP Scrubber Outlet was sampled from the Molecular Sieve bench at the inlet point. In this case
there appears to be very little impact of the HP Scrubber on the concentration of NOx, providing little
capture of NOx. This suggests that the HP Scrubber may be operating under equilibrium conditions
and that a higher injection rate of water may be required. Figure 35 shows a summary plot of
averaged NOx values derived from a single days testing (28/06/14). The DeNOx column recycle can
clearly be observed to increase the total NOx at the mid stage compression point, higher than the
compressor feed point. However it also clear than the total amount of NOx is significantly reduced by
the end of the compression unit. In this case the Total NOx exiting the interstage cooler is 844ppm
and is then reduced to 295ppm after exiting the compressor at 24 bar. This suggest that the majority
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of NOx capture occurring on 28/06/14 occurred as a results of higher pressure and longer residence
time. Following the compressor outlet, there appears to be little capture occurring downstream;
instead the NO achieves greater conversion to NO2, with Total NOx remaining relatively steady.
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Figure 33. Observed cyclic effects in 2nd stage and in recycled NOx stream from cold box. Sampled
on 28/07/2014 (Day 2)
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Figure 34.

Sampled gas before & after High Pressure Scrubber showing impacts of lower

temperature (4°C) heat exchanger on NOx conversion. Sampled on 28/07/2014 (Day 2)
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Figure 35. Average NOx values for CPU sampling campaign over 12 hour period. Sampled on
28/06/14, indicating the NOx recycle to the compressor interchange.

Volatility testing of condensates
The volatility tests were performed over three days and 2 nights and occurred over the course of many
hours. These tests were highly experimental and dependant on the conditions within the compression
circuit. However it must first be stated that these tests were highly successful in capturing transient
trends in NOx and Hg desorption and in providing a quantitative yield of volatile components.
Figures 36 and 37show the overnight desorption profile for the volatile NOx for the low pressure
condensate and high pressure condensate, respectively. Both figures show a general trend of a sharp
initial peak in both NO and NO2, lasting in the order of minutes (see inset in both figures), followed
by a secondary peak in NO2 occurring over the course of 5 hours. The low pressure condensate in
Figure 36 shows lower concentrations of NOx with peak measurements at approximately 60 and
30ppm for NO2 and NO, respectively, with the secondary peak in NO2 reaching ~10ppm. The high
pressure condensate in Figure 37 shows peak concentrations of 410-414ppm for both NO and NO2,
followed by a secondary peak in NO2 of 80ppm. The NO2 in Figure 37 also shows a tertiary peak
occurring after 10 hours, though this behaviour is not fully understood. The volatile components in
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both liquid condensates was expected to consist of dissolved gases of NO, NO2 and potentially HNO2
(which only weakly ionises in solution). As such these components are expected to be removed
rapidly after depressurisation. Table 2 summarises the results for the liquid volatility testing of the
CPU condensates. The highest levels of volatile extents were observed to coincide for both NOx and
Hg whilst also corresponding to the lowest nitrate (NO3-) concentrations in the liquid. Such trends
occurred for both the low and high pressure condensate. Figures 38 and 39 show the observed trends
in volatility with respect to volatile Hg and Stable NO3- concentrations, respectively. Volatile Hg
shows a linear relationship with volatile NOx, increasing measured NOx emission out of the liquid.
However, volatile NOx appears to be reduced exponentially with increasing levels of NO3-, suggesting
that conditions which favour higher NOx capture also act to reduce NOx (and Hg) volatility in the
liquid.
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Figure 36. Volatile NOx measured from low pressure liquid condensate at COP CPU. Interstage
cooler/condenser at 4 bar, liquid sample approximately 500mL. Sample taken on 28/06/14 at 4:38pm
and analysed until 8:30am the following morning. Inset: same sample focussed on first 30 minutes.
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Figure 37. Volatile NOx measured from high pressure liquid condensate at COP CPU. Afterstage
cooler/condenser at 24 bar, liquid sample approximately 500mL. Sample taken on 27/06/14 at
4:50pm and analysed until 8:30am the following morning. Inset: same sample focussed on first 30
minutes.
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TABLE 2. Condensate volatility results
Remaining NOx/Hg
concentration after
volatile release

Liquid
volume
Date

Sample

Volatile gases

mL

NO2-,
mg/L

NO3-,
mg/L

Hg,
µg/L

NOx
%

Hg
%

27-Jun

After cooler

418.2

0.89

718

1.5

67.9

12.5

27-Jun

Intercooler

504.5

3.89

2360

14.2

3.25

0.56

28-Jun

Intercooler

480.4

0.88

676

1.8

18.0

1.26

28-Jun

Aftercooler

500.5

3.36

15600

38.6

4.80

0.07
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Figure 38. Relationship between volatile NOx and volatile Hg in CPU liquid condensates.
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Figure 39. Relationship between volatile NOx and nitrate concentrations in CPU liquid condensates.

Variation in NOx gas & liquids with testing date
As discussed above, the volatility testing at COP CPU did show some expected general trends in
behaviour. However, it was expected that the low pressure condensate may have contained more
volatile NOx species due to the lower residence time (allowing less HNO2 to convert to NO3-) and also
the higher amounts of NO and NO2 (providing the highest equilibrium conditions for HNO2). In
practise this was not observed, with higher volatility measured in the high pressure condensate on Day
1, while measuring lower volatility on Day 2. This temporal variation may have been due to the CPU
start-up occurring at 6:30am on Day 1 of testing. Figure 40 shows that volatile NOx measurements at
the time of sampling and Figure 41 shows the measured NOx concentrations taken at the
corresponding gas sampling points. In the case of the HP scrubber, the NOx values were taken from
the previous day. Figure 40 shows that the volatility of liquids discharged from the high pressure
stage becomes increasingly lower over the course of the testing period. Conversely, the low pressure
condensate appears to rise from Day 1 to Day 2 from 3.2% to 17%. This rise coincides with changing
NOx gas concentrations (Figure 41) but also suggests that the CPU may not have reached steady state
in regards to liquid concentrations. Figure 42 shows the NOx and CO2 concentrations taken from the
COP Continuous Emissions Monitoring System (CEMS) over the course of the testing period.
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Oxyfuel firing reached an approximate steady state at 6:30am on 27/06/14 and UoN gas and liquid
sampling commenced at ~2:30pm on the same day. From the NOx measurements it is clear that gas
steady state exiting the boiler had been reached, however these conditions may not be true for liquid
condensates, which may have considerable hold-up throughout the process.

The observed

fluctuations in interstage NOx and DeNOx column recycle (from the cold box) occurring on the
second day of testing may also have contributed to this difference in NOx/Hg volatility.

In an effort to incorporate the changing NOx levels over the course of the testing period, the
equilibrium concentration of dissolved gases NO, NO2 and HNO2 were estimated for each liquid
sample based on the measured NO and NO2 concentrations in the gas phase. An estimation of HNO2
in the gas phase was calculated according to the equation [48]:
NO + NO2 + H2O ↔ 2 HNO2
𝐾𝐾𝑃𝑃 =

(𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻2 )2
= 2.7𝑥𝑥10−2
𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

where RH is the fractional relative humidity, assumed to be 1

The dissolved gas concentration in the liquid was estimated using Henrys constants for each gas and
the system pressure (ie 4 bar for low pressure condensate and 24 bar for high pressure condensate and
HP scrubber). These estimates are given in Table 4 below. A comparison of estimated volatility and
measured volatility for NOx is given in Figure 43. It can be seen that the estimates compare well with
measured values given the significant variation in liquid behaviour. Low pressure condensates appear
lower than estimation (ie below parity y=x) while high pressure condensates appear higher than
parity. A potential reason for such discrepancy may be that low pressure condensates have higher
mass transfer limitations given the lower partial pressures of the gas constituents. High pressure
condensates may appear above the estimates due to other equilibrium reactions not accounted for (ie
the significant secondary peak in NOx emissions from high pressure liquids, occurring over several
hours).

The calculated partial pressures of HNO3 above the condensates (using NO3- concentrations) showed
that the expected HNO3 in the gas phase was not significant (0.04-0.14ppm) and that equilibrium
decomposition of HNO3 back to NO2 and O2 could potentially account for up to 0.017ppm NO2. This
suggests that the NOx chemistry is complex, involving both gas and liquid phase reactions (and
potentially mixed phase) and that pressure plays a major role in determining the ultimate stability of
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the liquid condensates. As an example of such complexity, the ratio of expected dissolved NO2 to NO
in the liquids are also given in Table 3. These values suggest that the amount of NO2 desorbing out
of the liquid should be a factor of 3-6 times that of the desorbed NO for the low pressure condensates
and a factor of 20-30 times higher in the high pressure condensates. For the volatility tests shown in
Figures 41 and 42, the primary peaks showed a NO2 to NO ratio of 2 and 1 respectively for the low
and high pressure condensates respectively.

The elongated desorption profiles of both Figures

approach a common NO2 to NO ratio of 2 after 8 hours (not including the secondary peak in NO2).
The higher than expected levels of NO desorbing out of the liquids is a potential indicator of HNO2
oxidation through the pathways [48]:

a) 3HNO2 ↔ HNO3 + 2NO+H2O
b) 3NO2↔ N2O5 + NO
c) NO2 + HNO2↔ HNO3 + NO
In this experimental case, there is the potential for these reactions to occur either within the liquid
itself during depressurisation (and continued aeration) or throughout the transport line.
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Figure 40. Effect of time on volatility of NOx.
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TABLE 3. Estimated dissolved gas concentrations in the depressurised liquids of the CPU

Gas Phase
Date of
Sampling

Dissolved in Liquid

Desorbed in Air

NO

NO2

HNO2

HNO2

NO

NO2

Est
Volatility

NO2/NO
ratio

ppm

ppm

est ppm

mol/L
x10-3

mol/L
x10-6

mol/L
x10-5

%mol N

[-]

Interstage
27/06/2014

402.7

410.0

93.6

18.0

3.06

1.97

10.9

6.4

28/06/2014

532.1

312.2

93.9

18.0

4.04

1.50

38.2

3.7

Compressor Outlet
27/06/2014

43.1

194.3

21.1

25.0

1.97

5.60

48.5

28.4

28/06/2014

74.4

221.6

29.6

35.0

3.39

6.38

3.1

19.9

29/06/2014

187.2

897.1

94.4

111.0

8.54

25.8

3.4

30.2

6.22

1.9

29.5

HP Scrubber
28/06/2014

43.7

249.7

24.1

28.0

2.11
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Figure 43. Comparison of equilibrium and dissolved gas estimations with measured volatility in
depressurised liquid condensates.

Observed mercury phenomena in volatility testing
Given the prolonged nature of the volatility tests, a number of system disturbances were undertaken in
an attempt to shorten the required time for gas concentrations to occur. These consisted of gently
agitating the liquid during aeration to increase the interfacial surface area and allow higher mass
transfer. The HP scrubber liquid was once such test that had a larger sample size (~750mL) coupled
with a large amount of gas release. Figure 44 below shows the volatility results for this test. The
agitation appears as a series of peaks in NOx concentrations, in some cases reaching higher than the
initial depressurisation peak. During this particular test, the Hg levels were measurably high enough
to detect similar peak changes that occurred with the NOx. However, it was further observed that the
Hg levels continued to increase after the NOx levels began to subside. This curious observation led
the operators to run the Hg analyser in Hg0 mode, bypassing the furnace and thereby preventing the
oxidsed mercury (Hg2+) from being converted or measured. Figure 44 shows this bypass in step (3)
illustrating that the measured Hg levels consist entirely of oxidised Hg. Further analysis of the
coincident Hg peaks (shown in Figure 45) revealed that these peaks initially rise with the (first 4) NOx
peaks, then become negative in the subsequent (4) NOx peaks. This phenomenon suggests that a
portion of the Hg emissions from the liquid condensates is in oxidised form. Certainly the final peak
in Hg in Figure 44 is completely oxidised, however the same cannot be said of the first 4 positive Hg
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peaks in Figure 45. A likely scenario is that the initial Hg peaks are elemental (ie Hg0) and that the
subsequent agitation releases HNO2 and NO2 which then reacts with Hg0 in the gas phase of the
aeration cell and throughout the transport line. Equilibrium calculations for HNO2 (eg in Table 4
above) suggest that 90% of released HNO2 would decompose to NO and NO2. The relative volatility
of Hg species oxidised with NOx gases has been demonstrated in the laboratory experiments of Part 4
of this report and it is also likely that more than one Hg product may be formed from such a reaction.
These results provide clear evidence that interaction between volatile species derived from liquid
condensate depressurisation is occurring and that the products are themselves partially volatile and in
oxidised form. It is suggested here that these oxidised Hg products are potentially soluble and that
their subsequent capture after depressurisation is not only possible but imperative given expected
toxicity of soluble oxidised Hg species.
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Figure 45. Zoomed time scale of volatility test for HP Scrubber, with multiple agitations of the test
cell and associated Hg behaviour. Sample taken on 29/06/14. Emission of Hg from cell interacts with
NOx emission, first positively then negatively.

Molecular Sieve Testing Results
The Molecular Sieve testing occurred over a week’s testing and involved several days testing of the
molecular sieve outlet and also of the combined vent (which included some dilution from other
sources). The regeneration of the Molecular Sieves occurred approximately every 12 hours, however
this cycle rarely started at times convenient to sampling (often after the end of shift). Figure 46 shows
the raw NOx results of one regeneration cycle (after dilution with compressed air). Figure 46 also
includes the NOx gases sampled after the NaCl salt bed (ie without gaseous HNO3). Given the larger
salt bed used for the sampling, the NO2 measured after the salt bed is likely to be NO2 released from
the Sieve unit rather than unreacted HNO3. Low amounts of NO were detected in both the untreated
gas stream and the NaCl salt stream. Overall, the HNO3 occurred over a 4 hour period (in this case
8am to 12 noon). The dilution rate was approximately 4:1, though in practise this varied up to 6:1
depending on compressed air usage around the plant and the flow exiting the sample point. Figure 47
shows the combined sampling data for the weeks testing of NOx emissions from both the Molecular
Sieve outlet and the Combined Vent. These results have combined the NOx and measured dilution
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rate to factor in the “real” or calculated undiluted HNO3 concentration in the gas stream. These HNO3
measurements reached a peak concentration of ~3000ppm HNO3 for the Molecular Sieve and
~670ppm in the Combined Vent. A sampling issue arose on the 29/05 after the peak HNO3. The total
sampling flow (sample + compressed air) became too high (> 35LPM) and the back pressure on the
exhaust was too high for the sample pumps to accommodate. This issue was rectified on the 30/05
but a Combined Vent cycle was missed.
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Figure 46. Raw sampling result for NOx emissions from the molecular sieve regeneration with inert
gases. Sampling taken on 28/05/14 using NaCl bed for HNO3 removal.
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Figure 47. Emissions of HNO3 gas from molecular sieve regeneration and of combined vent to
atmosphere. HNO3 emissions estimated by difference between Total NOx and NOx after NaCl.
Sampling results presented after accounting for dilution of sample stream.

H2O & Hg emissions
A number of other measurements were taken during the Molecular Sieve test week including relative
humidity and mercury measurements. However, the highly acidic environment caused malfunctions
in all 4 relative humidity devices. Figure 48 shows these combined measurements for the first set of
samples shortly before the relative humidity devices began to fail. All three measurements have had
dilution accounted for. The water vapour measurement has also been divided by a factor of 10 to fit
the trends on the same figure. The 12 hour cyclic process produced difficult sampling conditions with
regards to problem solving as the solutions required the next cycle to determine success. It also
became problematic for high range Hg measurements because of the need to determine baseline
changes during un-manned operation. Figure 48 shows that these mercury measurements reached a
peak concentration of 10,000ng/m3 during regeneration and that this peak did not coincide with the
peak HNO3 measurement. However, further mercury measurements were complicated by the need for
manual resetting of the logged data file (which initially had an 8 hour maximum). This issue was
solved later in the week but missed late night emissions.
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Figure 49 shows some of the sampling issues encountered during the test campaign. It is unlikely that
these issues are an isolated set of incidents but rather are endemic to the type of sample stream (ie hot,
moist, acidic). Importantly, these samples represent a potential emission from the back-end of the
CPU and consist of species that have been generated and concentrated in the process (as opposed to
the initial feed material). As such, future Oxy-CPU’s will need to carefully attend to the capture of
HNO3 (and potentially Hg) prior to final emission to atmosphere. The origin of the HNO3 may be
attributed to two main sources in the process (a) carry-over of liquids from the HP Scrubber or (b)
formed on the surface of the molecular sieve as the moisture and NO2 is absorbed from the gas stream
prior to cryogenic cooling. The emission of HNO3 combined with H2O vapour has the potential to
condense as droplets in colder environments prior to dispersion and these represent a significant
safety risk to personnel located adjacent to the emission point. Importantly, the chemical method of
detection for NO2 used in common personal monitors do not detect HNO3 and this was verified early
in the test campaign through the use of a Testo Flue Gas Analyser which also uses chemical cell
technology. As such, the use of an acid scrubber located after the molecular sieve on the regeneration
line is recommended or (as a low cost solution) further dilution with air may be required prior to
exhaust may be required to ensure the gas mix is always above the acid dew point.
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Figure 48. Combined measurements of HNO3, H2O and mercury taken on 27/05/14 throughout the
night until 28/05/14.
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Figure 49.

Observed sampling issues (top left) initial condensation of water vapour from the

Molecular Sieve sample point on the sample tubing; (top right) build-up of condensed water in the
sample line as hot moist gases cool; (bottom) in-line humidity devices showing severe corrosion after
12 hours.
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Conclusions
Capture of NOx emissions during compression: This study and our previous work has shown that the
NOx emissions exiting the COP boiler in oxy-firing may be successfully captured by up to 60%
during compression to the COP maximum pressure of 24 bar. Laboratory scale work to higher
pressures of 30 bar increased this potential capture to 85-90% removal. The reaction mechanism
relies on the initial gas phase kinetic conversion of NO to NO2, which is enhanced at higher pressure,
and the subsequent absorption of NO2/N2O4 in the water condensates to HNO2 and HNO3. However,
the slower liquid phase oxidation of HNO2 to HNO3 limits the stability of NOx on depressurisation as
does the desorption of product NO out of the liquid. At this stage, it remains unclear which of these
slower mechanisms is rate limiting.

Capture of Hg emission during compression: The removal of Hg from the flue gas exiting an oxy-fuel
boiler and ash collection system occurs predominantly through fly-ash interactions at the Fabric Filter.
Oxy-fuel combustion has been shown to produce higher levels of flue gas borne Hg in oxidised form
compared to air firing, and these species are considered readily removed in the initial quenching of
flue gas to remove water (being highly soluble). The remaining gaseous Hg (present as Hg0) is
relatively insoluble and must be removed prior to contact with cryogenic heat exchange surfaces in
the cold box. From the current investigations, this Hg0 can be readily removed from the flue gas
during compression through a gas phase, kinetically controlled, reaction with NO2/N2O4. The
product of this reaction is unknown and was found to be partially thermally stable (65-80% stable) at
temperatures encountered in the compression circuit (below 200°C) and insoluble in acids
encountered in the compression circuit (85-90% insoluble).

At this stage, the effect of longer

exposure to NO2 (such as in the case of NO2 recycle to the compressor of the COP CPU) is unknown
but this is expected to increase removal.

Volatility of depressurised condensates: The release of NOx species from liquids upon
depressurisation from the CPU has been measured at the COP and found to be widely variable. The
variation was shown to occur as the COP CPU plant continued to operate and it was speculated that
this change was the result of the liquid phase reaching a steady state within the circuit.
Measurements at the COP CPU indicated that the low pressure (4 bar) condensate showed a release of
3-18% captured NOx and 0.5-1.2% of captured Hg. The high pressure condensate (24 bar) released 268% of captured NOx and 0.05-12.5% of captured Hg. The liquid produced from the High Pressure
Scrubber released the lowest amount of NOx (0.7%). Equilibrium calculations of HNO2 in gas and
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liquid phase were based on plant measurements of NO and NO2. These values suggested that HNO2
contributed up to ~10% of the gas phase NOx but was the dominant dissolved gas (>99%) in the
condensates due to its high Henry’s constant and weak ionisation. These equilibrium estimates of
dissolved gases correctly predicted the trend in volatility, however the high pressure (24bar) liquids
were over-predicted and the low pressure (4 bar) condensates were under-predicted in absolute values.
As stated above, the rate of oxidation of HNO2 to HNO3 is unknown under these conditions and thus
the required residence time to ensure stability as NO3- remains uncertain. The COP measurements
have shown that the greater the concentration of NO3-, the lower the proportion of volatile NOx
species. Methods for enhancing this process would reduce the risk of NOx re-emission.

Re-emission of Hg species from depressurised liquid condensates: The COP measurements have
shown that the volatility of Hg species in the compression condensates is directly related to the
amount of volatile NOx. However the maximum amount of volatile Hg was measured at ~12%, while
the maximum amount of volatile NOx was ~65%. It was also shown that the volatile NOx species
readily reacted with volatile Hg during re-emission in the gas phase and that this product was of
oxidised form. Overall, the conditions which enhance NOx stability in the liquids (longer residence
time, higher pressure) clearly act to enhance Hg stability and reduce volatility. Methods for reducing
NOx re-emission would be beneficial to ensuring Hg species are stabilised in the liquid.

Industrial Implications
NOx capture in condensates: This work has demonstrated that the relatively simple concept of NOx
gases being captured as HNO3 in the aqueous condensates during oxyfuel flue gas compression is
complicated by dissolved gases (mainly HNO2). The kinetic reaction driving the initial oxidation of
NO to NO2 has been shown in our previous work to be well approximated; however the liquid phase
oxidation of HNO2 to the stable HNO3 has yet to be studied under these conditions. Options to
maximise stable HNO3 formation are needed.

Hg removal: This work has proved the mechanistic link between NOx and Hg capture and the
campaign at COP has demonstrated that this link holds true for volatile liquid species as well. The
laboratory results have measured the difference in capture between wet and dry conditions, exposing a
reduction in Hg capture extent when NOx gases are captured prior to the gas phase mercury reaction.
The Hg recovery tests following the reaction with NOx under dry conditions have proven that a single
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product species is highly unlikely and a review of literature has revealed the potential for Hg-N-O
complexes to form. This process is complicated by the harsh conditions found within the oxy-fuel
compression circuit (high pressure, highly acidity, rapid temperature changes).

However these

conditions offer the potential for producing a highly soluble and stable Hg product. Establishing these
requirements and proving the extent of stability will not only reduce the emissions of future oxyfuel
plants, but will offer a distinct advantage over other CCS options.

Controlling oxyfuel technology emissions: The emissions from an oxyfuel plant are not what exits the
boiler (and goes up the stack) as the flue gas is the CPU feed gases. The emissions are those flue gas
constituents which are emitted from the CPU.
This report has quantified the two emission points from the COP CPU:
a) volatile NOx (mainly HNO2) and Hg species derived from the depressurisation of
condensates
b) NOx gases (mainly HNO3) evolved from the regeneration of Molecular Sieve regeneration
Both sources were found to emit significant quantities of toxic gaseous compounds which differ from
the original flue gas impurities that exit the combustion system. As such, future oxy-fuel plants will
require permitting differing from conventional systems. This research has highlighted the need for
potential mitigation options for such emissions such as extended residence time at pressure, off-gas
recycle, chemical/photochemical oxidation. It is likely that further research will be required to inform
the effectiveness of these engineering solutions.

Monitoring oxy-fuel emissions: A new methodology for measuring gas phase HNO3 was trialled and
found to be successful for short term testing.

However, longer term monitoring will require

regeneration of the salt capture unit used by the method and consideration for using a single NOx
analyser to reduce costs. The sample stream was complicated by the condensing water in the lines
and monitoring of water vapour (necessary for HNO3 acid dew point estimates) was further
complicated by acid attack on the monitoring surface. Future measurement in this area will require
different measuring technologies (other than those used) to overcome the corrosive nature of the
environment.
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